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Abstract. The generation of network topologies with specific, user-
specified statistical properties is the aim of this paper. This is achieved
through the use of an artifical Gene Regulatory Network Model, shown
previously to be able to correctly seed the population of an evolution-
ary algorithm, with the aim of steering the evolution towards the de-
sired topologies. This method had previously been shown to be able to
evolve scale-free topologies; the results obtained in this paper reinforce
the applicability of the method, showing that the evolution of small-world
topologies is also possible.
1 Introduction
Network generative procedures targeted toward specific topology properties are
generally either iterative processes that sequentially add nodes using problem-
dependent rules [1, 2], or ad hoc stochastic procedures modifying existing net-
works [3]. However, such procedures need to be designed anew whenever a new
target property is wanted. Goal-directed procedure, on the other hand, only
require a measure of the desired properties, and some (generally stochastic)
optimization method able to search the space of network topologies. Unfortu-
nately, such approaches generally suffer from two main drawbacks: the curse of
dimensionality, making it untractable to optimize large networks; the bootstrap
problem, in that random topologies barely indicate any meaningful path toward
good solutions of the problem at hand.
An alternative is to use specific initialisation procedures that are able to pro-
duce diverse enough, though not random, topologies as a starting point for fur-
ther optimization based topology design. Artificial Genetic Regulatory Networks
offer such a procedure: previous work has demonstrated that simple models of
GRNs were able to boost the evolutionary optimization of topologies in order to
create scale-free topologies.
Building on this work, the present paper uses similar ideas to extend the
generality of the approach, and introduces an original generative procedure to
design Small World topologies [4]. This is a specific kind of topology, where most
nodes are not directly connected, yet the average connection distance between
any two nodes is very low. This kind of topology has been shown to exist in
many real-life networks, such as biological transcriptional networks [5], computer
networks [6], or social networks [7].
The results obtained in the current study show that the presented method is
applicable to the evolution of small-world networks, therefore reinforcing the us-
ability of such approaches to the design of network topologies with user-specified
statistical properties.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the gene regulatory
model used; Section 3 introduces the definition of small-world topologies, and
the method used to extract topologies for the regulatory model. Then Section 4
presents and analyses the results obtained, and finally section 5 draws conclu-
sions and future work directions.
2 The Gene Regulatory Network Model
The expression of genes in a genome is regulated by Transcription Factors. These
are special proteins, produced by other genes, which can enhance or inhibit the
production of their target genes; the networks of interactions between genes and
the proteins they produce are termed Gene Regulatory Networks (GRN).
The model used in this work was first proposed by Wolfgang Banzhaf [8]. It
represents a genome as a bit string, and uses specific bit sequences as promoter
sites, identifying the location of a gene. If a gene is found, the 5 × 32 bits fol-
lowing it represent the protein it produces, and the the 2 × 32 bits upstream
from the promoter site represent the enhancer and inhibitor sites for this gene,
respectively. Fig. 1 illustrates the model.
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Fig. 1. Close-up view of the representation of a gene within the model.
The promoter site can be any sequence of bits; in this case, it is the sequence
XYZ01010101, where X , Y and Z are any 8 bit sequence. The protein produced
by the gene is a 32 bit binary sequence, extracted by a majority rule between
all 5 sequences of 32 bits that compose it.
In this model, all proteins produced are transcription factors, and therefore
they all regulate the expression of all genes, including their own producing gene.
Regulation works by matching a protein and the regulating sites of a gene with
the XOR operation: the result is the regulating strength. The enhancing and
inhibiting signals regulating the production of protein pi are then calculated as:
ei, hi =
1
N
N∑
j=1
cj exp(β(ui,j − ui,max)) (1)
where N is the number of proteins, cj is the concentration of protein j, ui,j is
the XOR result between the regulating site of gene i and protein j, ui,max is the
maximum match achieved for gene i, and β is a positive scaling factor.
Given these signals, the production of protein i is calculated via the following
differential equation:
dci
dt
= δ(ei − hi)ci − Φ (2)
where δ is a positive scaling factor (representing a time unit), and Φ is a term
that proportionally scales protein production, ensuring that
∑
i ci = 1 at all
times, which results in competition between binding sites for proteins.
2.1 Initialisation Method
Although the binary genomes used within the model can be randomly created, an
initialisation method has been proposed [8], based on a Duplication and Mutation
(DM) process. It involves creating a random 32 bit sequence, followed by a series
of length duplications associated with a low mutation rate. It has been shown
[9] that this process of growing genomes can also occur in nature.
3 Network Topologies
Even though the model used is overly simplified compared to what is known of
biological GRNs, an interesting issue is to find out whether or not the result-
ing interaction network exhibits particular properties resembling those found in
natural networks. Previous work [10] has shown that evolution of linear genomes
to achieve Scale-Free topologies [11–13,5, 14] is possible; the current work con-
centrates on Small-World topologies [4, 5].
3.1 Small-World Networks
Small-World networks are characterised by a short average distance between any
two nodes. Watts [4] describes them in terms of their characteristic path length L,
and clustering coefficient C, with Ci being the percentage of all nodes connected
to node i that are also connected to each other1. Given these definitions, a graph
with n nodes and average vertex degree k is a small-world network, if it satisfies
L ≥ Lrand ∼
ln(n)
ln(k) and C ≫ Crand ∼
k
n
, with n ≫ k ≫ ln(n) ≫ 1.
1 The phenomenon Ci = 1.0 is also known as a clique.
3.2 Artificial Regulatory Networks
Once a genome has been constructed with the model described (see Section 2),
its regulatory network topology can be analysed: genes will be represented as
nodes, and the proteins they produce will be directed edges towards the genes
they regulate; the weight of those edges will be the number of complementary
bits between the regulating protein and the target gene (as seen in Eq. 1).
As all produced proteins regulate all genes, the resulting graph is complete.
However, a threshold can be set on the minimum weight a connection must have,
before being considered as an edge on the resulting regulating network.
Using different thresholds will therefore result in different networks. For ex-
ample, Fig. 2 and 3 show regulating networks of the same random genome for
two different thresholds (23 and 24). While almost all nodes are connected on
Fig. 2, increasing the threshold by one removes many connections, and the graph
on Fig. 3 is only a small sub-graph of the previous one (nodes which become
isolated are not shown, which explains the smaller number of genes).
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Fig. 2. Regulatory network for a random genome of length LG = 32768, at a threshold
of 23 bits. Solid edges are enhancing interactions, dotted edges are inhibiting ones.
Networks extracted from genomes initialised with the DM technique have
remarkably different topologies, as seen in Fig. 4. The use of DM steps with
low mutation result in a much shallower hierarchy of genes, with a few master
genes, and most other genes poorly connected. Increasing the threshold removes
connections, but the same master genes are still present, as can be seen in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Gene regulatory network for the genome from Fig. 2, at a threshold of 24 bits.
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Fig. 4. Gene regulatory network for a genome of length LG = 32768, created using 10
duplication events and a mutation rate of 1%, at a threshold of 16 bits.
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Fig. 5. Gene regulatory network for the genome from Fig. 4, at a threshold of 17 bits.
3.3 Connectivity variance
In order to analyse the effect of the threshold value on the network connectiv-
ity, an approach similar to that of Kuo et al. [15] has been used: 100 genomes
have been generated, using 14 duplication events, and the network connectivity
(fraction of edges) has been computed for each threshold.
The network connectivity is defined as:
NC =
#edges
2n2
(3)
where #edges is the number of edges in the network, and n is the number of
nodes, or genes (2n2 is hence the maximum number of possible edges, as each
node can be connected twice to any other node, including itself).
Fig. 6 shows the connectivity as a function of the threshold, for mutation
rates of 1%, 5%, 10%, and 50%. It is a clear illustration of the very different
behaviors with respect to connectivity depending on the mutation rate used
during the DM process:
– A high mutation rate (or, equivalently, the completely random generation
of the genome) creates a network which stays fully connected with a wide
range of threshold values; then, there is a sharp transition to no connectivity.
Moreover, there is a very small variance between different networks.
– A low mutation rate creates a network which quickly loses full connectivity;
however, its transition to no connectivity is much smoother than that of
random networks. Moreover, there is very large variance between different
networks generated with the same mutation rate.
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Fig. 6. Fraction of edges in a graph as compared to a fully connected network (and
standard deviations), versus threshold parameter, based on samples of 100 genomes,
created using 14 duplication events, and mutation rates of 1%,5%, 10%, and 50%.
4 Evolution of Statistical Properties
The objective of this section is to test whether genomes created with the model
can be evolved, such that their regulating networks exhibit precise statistical
properties, consistent with the definition of small-world topologies.
4.1 The Evolutionary Algorithm
A population of bit-string genomes is evolved, using the simple bit-flip mutation
as the only variation operator. The evolution is a straightforward (25+25)−ES:
25 parents give birth to 25 offspring, and the best 25 of the 50 parents+offspring
become the parents of next generation. The mutation rate is adapted following
the 1/5 rule of Evolution Strategies [16]: its rate is initially set to 1% (per bit),
and when the rate of successful mutations is higher than 1/5 (i.e. when more
than 20% mutation events result in an increase of fitness), the mutation rate is
doubled; it is halved in the opposite case2.
In order to compare the evolvability of DM initialised genomes and com-
pletely random populations, 50 independent runs of 50 generations were per-
formed with each type of genome, for each of the following fitness functions.
4.2 Fitness Function
The objective is to make “as true as possible” the relationship n ≫ k ≫ ln(n) ≫
1, as seen in Section 3.1. Candidate objective functions thus should try to max-
imise the three (normalized) following terms:
n − k
n
;
k − ln(n)
k
;
ln(n) − 1
ln(n)
Furthermore, in order to be considered small-world, a network must satisfy
L ≥ Lrand, and C ≫ Crand, so networks with C < Crand should be discarded,
and relevant objective functions should maximise the following terms:
(Lrand − L)
+ ;
C − Crand
Crand
A possible fitness function for an Evolutionary Algorithm is thus given by a
weighted sum of those terms, whose weights should be tailored to the problem
at hand:
F (x) = α1
n − k
n
+α2
k − ln(n)
k
+α3
ln(n) − 1
ln(n)
+α4(Lrand −L)
+ +α5
C − Crand
Crand
(4)
Note that, in the current work, all these weights were set to 1.
4.3 Results
Fig. 7 shows the best fitness in the population averaged over the 50 runs, for
both initialisations procedures, using both fitness cases.
The results obtained show that DM initialised genomes get off their starting
blocks with topologies which are much closer to being small-world, as defined in
equation 4. Not only that, but their structure actually allows them to continuosly
improve their fitness score through evolution.
Random genomes, on the other hand, have starting topologies which score
badly. Furthermore, their regular topologies have very similar scores across dif-
ferent runs, and show little signs of evolution over time.
2 Because of the possibility of neutral mutations (especially with low mutation rates),
if there were more than 50% neutral mutations, the rate was doubled in any case.
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Fig. 7. Average best fitness per generation across 50 independent runs, for random
and 1% DM initialised genomes. Error bars plot the standard deviation across runs.
Table 1 shows the relevant statistical measures of random and DM initialised
networks, both without or with evolution. Of relevant interest is the fact that,
after evolution, DM initialised networks exhibit a high clustering coefficient,
while keeping a characteristic path length similar to that of randomly initialised
genomes.
Table 1. Initial and evolved results, for random and DM initialised genomes.
Generation Threshold N k ln(N) L C Fitness
Random 0 22.199 1072.400 129.300 6.978 2.016 0.121 2.812
Genomes 50 23.000 1093.099 42.899 6.996 2.140 0.040 2.662
Initialised 0 12.900 1910.799 90.700 7.554 1.962 0.404 2.274
Genomes 50 11.699 1782.400 44.399 7.479 1.976 0.810 1.936
4.4 Analysis
The shallow hierarchies observed in initialised genomes exhibit characteristics
similar to those of Small-World topologies, leading to the results observed. To
analyse the reasons leading to such a different in the extracted network topolo-
gies, a sequence of DM steps was analysed, as it took place.
The original random 32 bit sequence was as follows:
10001011110000111111011110110101
This sequence was then subjected to a series of DM events, with a probability of
mutation of 1% per bit. After 6 DM events, the first gene appeared, and after 7
events, there are already four genes. The resulting networks were drawn (Fig. 8
and 9) using a threshold of 133.
G1
Fig. 8. Gene network after 6 duplication events.
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Fig. 9. Gene network after 7 duplication events.
The shape of the genes determines their starting location, when mapped to
the original 32 bit sequence. For example, for the genome in Fig. 9, the starting
locations for its genes were 905, 1929, 2377 and 2761, respectively. If we divide
these by 32 and take the remainder, we see that they all start at the 9th bit of a
duplication of the original sequence, so they are all drawn using the same shape.
This also explains why there are no connections between genes in Fig. 9.
As all genes originate from the same initial sequence of bits, the few mutations
that occurred during the 7 DM steps did not create enough differences between
regulating sites and produced proteins, to trigger a connection at threshold 13.
After the 8th DM event, the network takes on a different topology (Fig. 10).
Most genes are still duplications of the 9th bit of the original sequence; however,
G7 starts at a different location, and is thus drawn using a rectangular shape.
As the connectivity between genes is established by the difference between
regulation sites and proteins, genes originating from different locations are more
likely to be connected, even using lower threshold values. This can be seen in
Fig. 10: genes labelled with different shapes do not connect to each other.
In this DM step one can also see pure duplications of genes, that is, genes that
are created as duplications of other genes appearing upstream in the genome se-
quence: in those cases, the genes are labelled with their originating gene between
brackets (e.g. G6(1)). But even pure duplications can generate slightly different
genes, because mutation events can occur during the duplication process. G6(1)
is an example: it only has an outwards inhibiting connection to G7, whereas G1
also has an inwards inhibiting connection originating from the same gene.
3 This value was chosen deliberately, based on the resulting network after all DM
events, to illustrate the propose discussed.
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Fig. 10. Gene network after 8 duplication events.
With 9 DM steps, the network becomes a lot more complex (Fig. 11). There
are still only two relative gene origins (triangles and rectangles), but either
through pure duplications or discovery of new genes, there are now 25 genes.
One can see that triangles still do not mix with rectangles (due to the thresh-
old value chosen). Therefore, since there are a lot more triangles than rectangles,
the latter become highly connected, and can be seen acting as connection hubs.
Finally, a last DM step is performed (Fig. 12), creating a network with 50
genes. Although hard to analyse at the naked eye, one can clearly see its shallow
hierarchy, with a few highly connected nodes, to which most other nodes connect
to. One can also see the appearance of a third type of gene, labelled with a
pentagonal shape, which becomes the most connected gene. Table 2 shows a list
of the gene families, along with their count, initial location, corresponding initial
bit, and average number of inwards, outwards, and total connections.
Table 2. List of all genes after 10 duplication events.
Family # genes 1st loc. 1st seq. bit Avg. in Avg. out Avg. total
Triangle 39 905 9 9 8.8 17.8
Quadrangle 10 5713 17 33 31.6 64.6
Pentagon 1 27872 0 37 59 96
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Fig. 11. Gene network after 9 duplication events.
Although this network is just an example, many networks were found to fol-
low the same mechanics while being extracted from genomes grown with DM
steps. It shows that the tendency of initialised genomes to generate shallow
hierarchies comes from the fact that genes starting at the same bit from the
duplicated initial sequence tend not to connect, due to the use of the XOR oper-
ator (see Section 2). As duplications of the first gene(s) represent the majority of
the genes present in the genome, they will not be connected (when choosing an
appropriate threshold value), and genes discovered in later DM steps (in smaller
numbers) will be highly connected.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
The experimental results obtained with this work show that the use of a gene
regulatory network model allows for the construction of network topologies with
specific statistical properties, in this case small-world topologies. Once again
the initialisation procedure plays a vital role in the seeding of potential models,
not only giving them a head-start when compared to random models, but also
leading to better final statistical measures, with specific emphasis on clustering
coefficient values (as seen in Table 1).
This way of evolving topologies also allows one to fine-tune the objective
function, such that specific relationships between n, k and ln(n) (see Section 3)
are possible.
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Fig. 12. Gene network after 10 duplication events.
A few problems remain with the current approach. The set of weights used
in the fitness function (see 4) gives equal importance to the differences between
the terms n, k, ln(n) and 1, regardless of them having a few orders of magnitude
of difference. Furthermore, the relationship C ≫ Crand, which fundamentally
defines a small-world topology, is given the same fitness weight as the differences
between the previous four terms. Although there is evolution with this setup, a
better fitness function could be designed in the future.
Another interesting future work direction could be a multi-objective approach
to this problem. Even more promising could be a multi-objective approach to
join the current work and the previous work on scale-free networks [10], evolving
network topologies which are both scale-free and small-world.
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